
978 mm driveway

lockable media cabinet

wired remote control

Floorstand Lift Pro Light Black 
height-adjustable lift system for XXL screens
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The Floorstand Lift Pro Light Black is a height- 
adjustable lift system for screens from 55 - 86“ |  
107 - 218 cm.

Depending on your needs, the screen can be instal-
led in landscape or portrait format (depending on 
screen size!). The VESA mount includes the VESA 
standards up to VESA 800 x 600 mm max. .

The height of the screen can be adjusted by an 
electric motor. The driveway of 978 mm enables 
the screen height to be optimally adjusted for 
standing or seated viewers. The start and end 
points can be programmed. This offers the possi-
bility to adjust the lift to the individual needs.

Thanks to the asymmetrical shaped base the sys-
tem can be positioned close to a wall. The requi-
red footprint W 1045 x D 700 mm.

The Floorstand Lift Pro Light Black has an integ-
rated media cabinet, which can be locked and 
safely protects AV equipment stored there from 
unauthorized access or theft.

Thanks to the maximum load of up to 120 kg the 
system is also suitable for large, heavy screens.

The tilt-proof base plate ensures a stable stand.

The cable management is neatly organized via 
an flexibly running drag chain.

Optionally a height-adjustable camera holder  
(Lift Pro Camera Holder Black - Item no.: 8902) 
is available.
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for screens from 55 - 86“ | 140 - 218 cm 

incl. VESA universal mount up to 800 x 600 mm 

installation in landscape and portrait format possible  
 (depending on screen size!) 

tilt-proof base plate 

required floor space: W 1045 x D 700 mm 

 total height: 2169 mm 

 Height adjustable between  
 836 min. and 1818 mm max. (centre of screen) 

	the start and end point is programmable 

	982 mm driveway 

electro-motorized height adjustment 

collision prevention -  
 lift stops when there is resistance 

wired remote control 

lockable media cabinet, incl. multiple plug and  
 shelf for mini PC, for example: Intel NUC 

cable management via energy chain 

120 kg load, max. 

 impact and scratch resistant powder-coating 

 Colour: black 

 optional: 
 Lift Pro Light Camera Holder Black (Item no.: 8902)
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